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Nanoparticle-based crystal growth via multistep self-
assembly
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Metal crystals are assumed to form through a combined process of Ostwald ripening and oriented

attachment. Our experiments and simulations, however, indicate that metal crystals are grown in a

multistep self-assembly process with metal nanoparticles as basic building blocks. The shapes of the

intermediate dendritic structures are determined by the geometric and energetic features of the

nanoparticles.

Introduction

Crystal growth is at the very heart of various research fields
ranging from surface physics, crystallography, materials
science, and biological structure determination to semicon-
ductor technology and computer chip manufacturing.1–4

Understanding the original processes of crystal formation is
very important to the control of crystal growth activities.
Conventional crystal growth theories generally postulate that
crystals grow by addition of individual atoms or ions into an
interfacial region.5–8 For instance, Frank9,10 pointed out that
close to equilibrium perfect crystals grow only very slowly due
to high nucleation barriers and Burton and Cabrera proposed
that crystal surfaces grow stepwise either laterally or in the
normal direction.11–15 These theories work particularly well
when the system is near equilibrium, but would not apply to
crystal growth far from equilibrium.16,17

Recently, Alivisatos et al.18 have reported their experimental
discovery that platinum nanocrystals can grow by both
monomer attachment and particle coalescence, demonstrating
the importance of particle–particle interactions during nano-
crystal growth. In this paper, we report on experiments in
which silver crystals are grown in a non-equilibrium process
with nanoparticles, rather than individual atoms, as basic
building blocks. Although some experiments19–23 have pre-
viously observed dendritic structures of metals, no detailed
microscopic mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
self-assembly procedure of dendritic structure formation, and

Ostwald ripening24 combined with oriented attachment25 was
assumed to be able to explain the growth mechanism.

However, our current study discourages that assumption
and reveals that the growth process is composed of three steps:
1) individual atoms aggregate locally to form nanoparticles
through a fast process within seconds; 2) self-assembled
intermediate dendritic structures occur within minutes; 3) the
dendritic structures are filled up to form solid crystals in a
couple of hours. Combining the results of experimental
observations and molecular dynamics simulations, we propose
a detailed mechanism which indicates that the shapes of the
dendritic structures are determined by the geometric and
energetic features of the nanoparticles.

Our proposed mechanism provides a deep insight into the
formation of nanoscale metal dendritic structures via self-
assembly and is helpful for understanding crystal growth
dynamics with possible applications in the engineering of
nanoscale crystals with new architectures. For example,
protein nanoparticles could be obtained and manipulated
during controlled protein crystal growth, and become the
building blocks for highly ordered crystal biomolecular
devices26 with designed structures and functions.
Furthermore, inorganic and organic nanoparticles could be
assembled into complex patterns to form superfine crystal
nanocircuits27 for use in electronic circuits, or to manufacture
extremely thin crystal tips for applications in high resolution
microscopies28 and other nanoscale machineries.

Experimental

Growth of Ag dendritic structures

A copper thin film was initially immersed in an AgNO3

solution, and a replacement reaction took place on the copper
surface. All chemical reagents in this experiment were of
analytical grade and were used without further purification.
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The water was distilled twice before use. First, 0.4245 g of
AgNO3 was dissolved in 50 mL of distilled water and then a
clean copper foil was dropped into this solution at room
temperature (300 K) for 1 minute. Subsequently, the copper
foil with gray precipitates was picked up and washed with
distilled water several times. After the treatment, gray silver
products were collected and dried at room temperature for
24 hours.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1a shows an electron micrograph of a dendritic structure
formed after the reaction took place for 30 seconds. As can be
seen in Fig. 1b and 1c, the structures of the side branches
resemble those of the main branch. These pictures indicate
that the dendritic fractal structure was hierarchically formed
by the self-assembly of silver nanoparticles as basic building
blocks. Fig. 2 shows the dendritic structure after 8 minutes of
reaction time, viewed at different perspectives and resolutions.
The side branches of the dendritic structure became less well
defined at that time, because as the reaction went on, more
silver deposited into the spaces between the side branches.
The side branches were rounded and only the profiles of the
largest side branches could still be identified. After 2 hours of
reaction, the dendritic structures finally grew into thick
ribbons shown in Fig. 1d. Individual silver nanoparticles can
no longer be identified in these ribbons and their profiles are
greatly smoothed out.

The selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the
dendritic structures demonstrates that they might be single
crystals of silver. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the results of
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) measurements of the dendritic crystal
structures. The lattice constants determined from these XRD
measurements are a = b = c = 0.4081 nm, very close to the

standard value of 0.4077 nm for a silver crystal as obtained
from the JCPDS04-0783 XRD database. The right panel of
Fig. 3 shows the SAED pattern of the dendritic structures,
demonstrating that they are very likely to be single crystals of
silver. More delicate experiments, such as transmission
electron microscopy, will be able to unambiguously conclude
if they are truly single crystals, but it is beyond the central
focus of this work.

In order to understand the detailed processes of the crystal
growth by self-assembly, after the reaction had taken place for
8 minutes, we cut and peeled off several layers of silver formed
on the surface of the copper substrate. The image of the silver
layers is shown in the left panel of Fig. 4. It can be seen that
the bottom layer on the copper surface is formed by randomly
distributed discrete Ag nanoparticles. These nanoparticles
have diameters of tens to hundreds of nanometers, as can be
inferred from the enlarged image shown in the right panel of
Fig. 4.

We suggest the following mechanism to explain the
formation of the silver layers on the copper surface. After the
Ag atoms are replaced out of the solution by Cu atoms due to
the reduction reaction, they immediately aggregate locally to

Fig. 1 Intermediate self-assembled silver dendritic structure after 30 s of
reaction time (a) and silver crystal structure after 2 hours (d). The region marked
by the red rectangle in (a) is enlarged in (b), and (c) further enlarges the red
rectangle region in (b), indicating that the basic building blocks of the dendritic
fractal structure are silver nanoparticles.

Fig. 2 Self-assembled dendritic structures of the silver crystal after 8 minutes of
reaction time, viewed at different perspectives and resolutions.

Fig. 3 (Left) Results of XRD measurements of the dendritic crystal samples.
(Right) SAED pattern of the dendritic nanostructures, indicating that they might
be single crystals of silver.
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form Ag nanoparticles with center-of-mass positions randomly
distributed in the whole space on or near the copper surface.
Some silver nanoparticles deposit on the copper surface to
form the first layer of silver thin film. More silver nanopar-
ticles continue to deposit on the first layer to form the second
layer of silver thin film. Possibly because silver nanoparticles
are easier to attach on a silver surface than on a copper
surface, the second layer is more compact than the first layer.
Only on this compact silver thin film can the silver
nanoparticles aggregate and self-assemble into small dendritic
structures, forming the third layer. Silver nanoparticles which
deposit on the third layer build up the fourth layer composed
of larger dendritic structures. The structures in the fourth layer
are larger, possibly because the reduction reaction mainly
happens near the copper surface and fewer silver particles can
arrive at the fourth layer.

In order to understand the growth mechanism and the
resulting shape of the silver crystal, we performed molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations to study the structure and
energetics of silver nanoparticles, which, as basic building
blocks, determine the crystal growth process. MD simulations
were carried out using the DL_POLY software package29 with
the silver atoms modeled by the Sutton–Chen force field.30

First, a simulated annealing31 procedure was conducted for a
single 6181-atom Ag nanoparticle in vacuum to find its stable
crystal structure and shape. The temperature was first set to T
= 1200 K, and then the system was cooled down step by step in
intervals of 100 K to a temperature of T = 100 K. At each
temperature, a 10 ns simulation was performed with a time
step of 4.0 fs. In these simulations, a Nosé–Hoover thermo-
stat32,33 with a relaxation constant of 0.1 ps was used to keep
the system at the selected temperature. Our MD simulations
indicate that the most stable structure of a 6181-atom silver
nanoparticle is a truncated octahedron, as shown in Fig. 5a.
According to the theoretical calculations based on Ino’s
theory,34,35 larger silver nanoparticles, such as those with
diameters of 10–30 nm appearing in our experiments (see
Fig. 6a), should also have a truncated octahedron structure.

To investigate the tendency of silver nanocrystals to self-
assemble, we compute the interactions between two nanocrys-
tals as a function of their distance. Since the surface of a
truncated octahedron is covered by eight (111) facets and six

(100) facets, two nanoparticles can approach each other with 3
possible facet–facet combinations: (111)–(111), (111)–(100),
and (100)–(100). We computed the interaction energy for these
pairs of facets facing each other for two identical nanocrystals
of size N = 6181 in vacuum using the Sutton–Chen potential.
The calculated potential energy curves shown in Fig. 5b
indicate that, for all three facet combinations, two silver
nanoparticles attract each other and come into contact
without any energy barriers, consistent with the study by
Schapotschnikow et al.,36 such that silver nanocrystals in
solution will rapidly aggregate. Note that in Fig. 5b, the
potential energy is plotted as a function of the center-of-mass
distance between the two closest facets of the two nanopar-
ticles. The potential energies reach their minimum values at a
distance of around 2.5 Å, when the silver atoms on the two
facets are essentially in contact. Based on the nanoparticle
coalescence mechanism given in previous studies of other
researchers, 37,38 the silver nanoparticles will coagulate and
rotate with respect to each other until their crystal orientation
coincides.

Fig. 5 (a) Simulated stable structure of a 6181-atom silver nanoparticle. (b) Total
potential energy DE with respect to the energy at infinite separation of two
6181-atom nanoparticles with a truncated octahedral structure approaching
each other in three orientations, versus the center-of-mass distance D between
the two closest facets.

Fig. 6 Intermediate steps of the nanoparticle-based growth of a silver crystal at
(a) 2 s, (b) 5 s, (c) 15 s, and (d) 35 s.

Fig. 4 (Left) Four different layers formed on the surface of the copper substrate
after 8 minutes of reaction. From left to right: Ag nanoparticle layer, Ag film
layer, smaller dendritic-structure layer, and larger dendritic-structure layer.
(Right) Enlarged image of the first layer with Ag nanoparticles deposited on the
copper surface.
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Fig. 6 shows various stages of the formation of the dendritic
structures as observed in our experiments. At the earliest stage
of reaction, Ag ions were reduced to atoms and aggregated
locally into nanoparticles with diameters between 10–30 nm
within 2 seconds, as shown in Fig. 6a. During the next 5
seconds, the nanoparticles then diffused and attached to each
other to grow into a corn-shaped rod with several columns of
silver nanoparticles, as shown in Fig. 6b. As time went by for
another 15 seconds, more nanoparticles connected to the rod
from both ends to elongate the rod and from the sides to form
branches that are similar to the entire structure, resulting in
the dendritic structure in Fig. 6c. After 50 seconds, the
dendritic structure grew into a larger one (Fig. 6d). Subsequent
to the formation of the dendritic structure, more silver
continued to attach and coagulate to the main body, finally
forming a crystal (very likely to be a single crystal), such as the
one shown in the right panel of Fig. 1.

An MD simulation was also performed to elucidate the
initial stage of the formation of Ag nanoparticles when
individual Ag atoms are reduced from the solution and start
to coagulate. An initial configuration, shown in the left panel
of Fig. 7, was prepared by placing 6181 Ag atoms at random
positions in a periodic simulation cell with cubic geometry
and a side length of 25 nm. A constant NVT simulation at T =
300 K with the Langevin dynamics (implicit water solvent with
a damping coefficient of 14.35 ps21), carried out using the
DL_POLY software package29 with the silver atoms modeled by
the Sutton–Chen force field,30 was then performed for 40 ns
and the final configuration is shown in the right panel of
Fig. 7. Even in this short time, Ag atoms coagulated locally into
many small faceted Ag nanoparticles. Therefore, in the
experiments, Ag nanoparticles, rather than individual Ag
atoms, should be the basic building blocks which form
dendritic structures.

To explain the observed formation of dendritic structures
we propose a growth mechanism based on the diffusion-
limited aggregation theory17 and the microscopic structure
and interactions of the silver nanoparticles as basic building
blocks. At the early stage of the reaction, individual Ag atoms
are reduced from the solution and rapidly form small crystals.
These crystals continue to grow, but the rate of diameter
growth decreases quickly with time due to the reduced local
density of silver atoms. At the same time, the formed

nanoparticles also diffuse and assemble. The self-assembly
of Ag nanoparticles dominates when they are sufficiently large
and the growth rate of individual nanoparticles is very slow. In
a self-assembly process without any energy barriers, the
probability of a nanoparticle attaching to a certain facet of
another particle is roughly proportional to the area of the facet
S. Since for an ideal truncated octahedron, the ratio of the
surface areas covered by (111) and (100) facets is S111 : S100
# 3.5 : 1, nanoparticles generally have a higher probability to
attach to each other on (111) facets. Fig. 8 illustrates the
schematic of an early stage of dendritic structure growth. After
several nanoparticles attach to each other and grow into a rod,
more particles join the two ends and elongate the stick. At the
same time, some nanoparticles attach to the sides of the rod to
form branches with a lower probability. Because in an ideal
truncated octahedron the angle between the normals of two
adjacent (111) facets is 70.5u, and the angle between the
normals of two adjacent (111) and (100) facets is 54.8u, both
close to 60u, the side branches always grow in the direction of
about 60u with respect to their main branch as observed in our
experiments. The main branches always grow longer than the
side branches due to the larger stereo angles on two ends of
branches than their sides. Dendritic structures form when the
above mechanism is repeatedly applied to regulate the self-
assembling growth of main and side branches at different
levels. The spaces between branches are eventually filled up by
more silver depositing on the structure and a single crystal is
finally generated after a sufficiently long reaction time.

Conclusions

In summary, a non-equilibrium process of single crystal
growth with self-assembled nanocrystals, rather than indivi-

Fig. 7 (Left) Initial configuration with 6181 Ag atoms randomly distributed in a
cubic simulation box. (Right) Nanocrystals formed by the Ag atoms after 40 ns
of simulation time at 300 K.

Fig. 8 Schematic illustration of the initial stage of the self-assembly process of
silver nanoparticles.
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dual atoms or ions, as basic building blocks has been observed
in our experiments. The microscopic crystalline structure of
these nanoparticles causes a dendritic structure to be formed
via a multistep self-assembly process at intermediate stages of
the growth process. This self-assembled nanostructure forma-
tion mechanism, which differs from the Ostwald ripening24

and oriented attachment25, may be useful for controlled
crystal growth39,40 which can yield crystals with designed
structures and architectures for nanotechnological applica-
tions.
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